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U. S. BOMBING OF NORTH VIETNAM AND THE OCTOBER 1968 "UNDERSTANDING"

I. THE NATURE OF THE UNDERSTANDING

The United States' bombing of North Vietnam in November 1970

triggered intensive debate on the bombing halt "understanding" of October

1968 involving the United States and North Vietnam. The content of the

"understanding" and, indeed, its very existence, have been the subject of

dispute between the United States and North Vietnam since 1968.

The dispute essentially centers upon the issue of North Vietnamese

military reciprocity in response to the bombing halt. The DRV (Democratic

Republic of Vietnam) claims that it agreed to no reciprocal action and

that the United States stopped the air attacks "unconditionally." The

United States does not argue that North Vietnam actually agreed to take

reciprocal action, but Washington officials have said that the

negotiations of October 1968 led them to believe that Hanoi would abide

by a U.S. formula for reciprocity. Moreover, both the Johnson and Nixon

Administrations have held that American negotiators at that time told

their North Vietnamese counterparts that the United States could not

sustain a bombing halt if the DRV did not adjust its military actions

in line with the U.S. formula.

Press reports of November 1968, citing information provided by

Johnson Administration officials, stated that in September 1968, the

United States presented its formula for a bombing halt to the DRV. The

New York Times, in articles of November 1 and 11, 1968, gave two slightly
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different versions of the text of the formula. The latter version

reads:

The President simply could not maintain a cessation of the y
bombing of North Vietnam unless it were very promptly
evident to him, to the American people and to America's
allies that such an action was indeed a step toward peace.
A cessation of bombing could not be sustained if it were
followed by abuses of the demilitarized zone and attacks
by the Vietcong and North Vietnamese on South Vietnam
cities. North Vietnam also had to agree to enter promptly
into serious political discussions that would include the
Government of South Vietnam.

During the four day period of October 9-12, the North Vietnamese

negotiators at Paris began to show interest in the American formula.

Specifically, they asked Ambassador Harriman: Would the United States

halt the bombing if the DRV agreed to South Vietnam's participation at

the Paris talks? Harriman reportedly told them that South Vietnam's

participation was essential. He also referred to that part of the

formula dealing with the DMZ and the cities.

The manner in which Harriman referred to these points is important,

for the U.S. approach here would have a definite effect on the type of

DRV response. Statements made by Johnson Administration officials after

the bombing cessation provide the best available information regarding

the U.S. approach to the understanding. They indicate that Washington

wanted North Vietnam to acknowledge that it understood that the United

States could not sustain a bombing halt if the Communists abused the
t

DMZ or shelled the cities. Hanoi, in other words, did not have to give

a definite commitment that it would end such military activities. The

"understanding," therefore, did not embody an actual agreement as far

as military activities were concerned. However, Saigon's participation

in expanded Paris talks may be in a different category. In his speech

1
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of October 31, 1968, announcing the cessation of the air attacks,

President Johnson said, in effect, that North Vietnam had agreed to

South Vietnam's participation in the expanded Paris talks and that the

National Liberation Front (NLF) would also join the negotiations.

Johnson emphasized the importance of productive talks. His words appear

to have been a warning to North Vietnam. He d$.d not claim that Hanoi

had agreed to "serious political discussions" as called for by the

original U.S. formula. He stated at one point:

Therefore, our Ambassadors Harriman and Vance made it
abundantly clear to the representative of North Vietnam
in the beginning that--as I had indicated on the evening
of March 31st--we would stop the bombing of North Vietnamese
territory when that would lead to prompt and productive
talks, meaning by that talks in which the Government of
Vietnam was free to participate.

Two other statements had the ring of a warning:

What we now expect--what we have a right to expect--are
prompt, productive, serious and intensive negotiations
in an atmosphere that is conducive to progress.

And:

The world should know that the American people bitterly
remember the long, agonizing Korean negotiations of 1951
through 1953--and that our people will just not accept
deliberate delay and prolonged procrastination again.

This is important in view of the subsequent Communist refusal to

negotiate directly with South Vietnam at Paris. Neither North Vietnam

nor the NLF has ever consented to attempt to work out a political

settlement with the 'South Vietnamese Government. They reportedly have

never met with Saigon representatives outside of the formal weekly
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negotiating sessions. At these sessions, they have consistently "talked

past" South Vietnam's representatives, aiming their words and demands

at the United States and insisting that Washington deal with them over

Saigon's head. The press accounts cited above and President Johnson's

own statements suggest that North Vietnam agreed only to South Vietnam's

inclusion at the peace conference; Hanoi apparently did not commit it-

self to what the U.S. formula described as "serious political discussions

that would include the Government of South Vietnam." However, the United

States obviously hoped or believed that a bombing halt would serve to

break the deadlock at Paris, 1 partly through direct dealings among

South Vietnam, North Vietnam, and the NLF. Secretary of Defense Clifford

told a news conference on November 12, 1968, that:

I want to get on with the talks. They constitute the
best possibility for peace in Viet-Nam. Hanoi has said
from the very beginning: 'We are not going to get into
substantive talks unless the bombing stops in North
Vi et -- Nam.'

I was in favor of stopping the bombing. I am in favor
now of not starting the bombingbecause I think the
talks can still be productive.

1/ Communist statements immediately before and after the bombing
halt appear to suggest an intent to seriously seek a settle-
ment. Radio Hanoi declared on October 22 that: "Only when
the United States complies with that demand can the Paris
talks make headway." Xuan Thuy asserted two days later that
if the United States stopped the bombing "there will be new
prospects." Xuan Thuy said on November 2 that the bombing
cessation had opened up a new phase in the negotiations:
"Now there are four delegations and the goal is to discuss a

solution to the problems of peace in Vietnam." North Vietnam,
of course, asserts today that the United States is the major

roadblock to a settlement.

2/ Department of State Bulletin, December 2, 1968, p. 569.
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Clifford expressed on ABC's "Issues and Answers" on November 24, 1968,

the view that "all kinds of conversations can develop between the

different parties and sides who will be there" at the expanded talks. He

stated that he expected South Vietnam to have "the lead" in the political

side of the negotiations; he also voiced the hope that North and South

Vietnam would be able to conduct "a dialogue" on a possible cease-

fire. 1/

North Vietnam had made a kind of concession in allowing South Vietnam

to join the talks (although Hanoi also secured the admittance of the

NLF). Hanoi has never admitted accepting the conditions named by the

U.S. dealing with the DMZ and the cities. President Johnson said in

his speech that:

We have made clear to the other side that such talks cannot
continue if they take military advantage of them. We cannot
have productive talks in an atmosphere where the cities are
being shelled and where the demilitarized zone is being abused.

And:

It was made just as clear to North Vietnam that a total bomb-
ing halt must not risk the lives of our men.

This latter statement may have added importance in that it implies

that the United States linked a continuation of the bombing halt to

a broader range of North Vietnamese military activities than just cross-

ing the DMZ or shelling the cities--for example, another offensive

similar to the Tet offensive of February 1968. President Johnson may

very well have intended in his speech to unilaterally broaden U.S. "conditions"

1/ Issues and Answers (text), November 24, 1968.
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for maintaining the bombing halt so that he and his successor would

have the widest possible range of options in dealing with future

Communist military actions. He could do this without impediment if

there was no agreement with North Vietnam on conditions for a bombing

cessation.

Secretary Clifford tended to give a similar impression of the U.S.

view of the understanding in statements following the bombing cessation.

When asked at a November 12 news conference ,what action the United States

would take if North Vietnam launched a "new round" of offensives, he

replied that: "I believe that to a great extent the answer to that is the

degree." He went on to say:

Now, in the event that some third or fourth offensive is
started, we will have to take that into consideration
regarding whether or not that falls within the general
framework of the understanding that we had with Hanoi in
the Paris talks, keeping in mind, however, as I have said
before, that the fighting has not stopped; that the President
said he anticipated there would be hard fighting before,
and in view of that he is maintaining the most intense
kind of military pressure. 1/

In answering a question concerning U.S. reconnaissance flights over

North Vietnam on ABC's "Issues and Answers" on November 24, 1968,

Clifford stated:

It is exceedingly important to the President that he knows what
is going on in North Vietnam. If there were some unusual type
of buildup there, either from the standpoint of men or materiel
of war, he must know about it at once. In the Paris conversations
that we have had for all these many months, it was made very
clear to the representatives of North Vietnam that we would
continue to maintain reconnaissance. We do it daily. We do it b
all the time. We are keeping very close track of just what
goes on so that in the event any development takes place that
increases the jeopardy of our troops, then we might very well
have to take action. /

1/ Department of State Bulletin, December 2, 1968, p. 570.
2/ Issues and Answers (text), November 24, 1968.
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With these pronouncements, Clifford appeared to be saying that the

President reserved the right to determine whether or not any new

North Vietnamese military activity was in accord with the U.S. "under-

standing" or jeopardized U.S. forces in South Vietnam. He also suggested

that the President retained the option to determine the type -of U.S.

response to a North Vietnamese offensive or threat to U.S. troops, in-

cluding a resumption of the bombing. His statement that "we might very

well have to take action" if developments in North Vietnam jeopardized

U.S. troops strongly implied an option to renew the bombing.

Clifford emphasized Presidential prerogatives and options with

respect to the bombing on another aspect of the understanding by de-

claring on "Issues and Answers" that the President could resume the

air attacks if he determined that North Vietnam was not negotiating in

good faith:

The President has made a very determined effort to get

substantive talks started in Paris. We are hopeful that
progress is now being made in that regard. If Hanoi wants
to show its good faith by meeting the requirements of those
talks and agreeing with the general understanding, he is
willing to proceed. If they, at some time, show us that
they are not serious and that they are not proceeding with
good faith, I have no doubt whatsoever that the President

will have to return to our former concept and that is to
keep the pressure on the enemy and that would include
bombing, if necessary. /

Following President Johnson's bomb halt announcement, Secretary

Rusk and Ambassador Harriman subsequently gave descriptions of the

understanding, which tended to confirm that it embodied a set of

.1/ Ibid.
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unilateral U.S. stipulations. Secretary Rusk told a November 1 news

conference that:

North Viet-Nam clearly understands what is expected of them
in this situation. They know what we expect with respect
to talks, and they know what we expect with regard o the
circumstances in which serious talks can proceed.

Ambassador Harriman, in a December 4 news conference, did refer to an

agreement, but his description of it differed little from Secretary

Rusk's account of the understanding:

The agreement was very clear, that we made it plain that
the serious talks could not continue, nor the cessation
of bombing, if they didn't honor the DMZ and vase the
indiscriminate shelling of the major cities.

As stated previously, none of these Administration statements

claim that the DRV agreed or committed itself to refrain from abusing

the DMZ or shelling the cities. However, both President Johnson and

Secretary Rusk hinted that the United States had received some

evidence or indication that Hanoi would abide by these stipulations.

The President and Secretary of State, however, never specified the

substance of this evidence or the manner in which it was conveyed.

President Johnson asserted in his bomb halt announcement that

Last Sunday evening, and throughout Monday, we began to get
confirmation of the essential understanding that we had been
seeking with the North Vietnamese on the critical issues be-
tween us for some time.

1/ Department of State Bulletin, November 18, 1968, p. 520.
2/ Ibid., December 23, 1968, p. 651.

I
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He also referred to his earlier statements of August and September 1968

that the United States must have some reason to believe that a cessation

of the air attacks would influence Hanoi's military actions:

This decision very closely conforms to the statements that
I have made in the past concerning a bombing cessation.

It was on August 19th that the President said:

'This administration does not intend to move further until
it has good reason to believe that the other side intends
seriously'--seriously--'to join us in deescalating the war
and moving seriously toward peace.'

Then again on September 10th, I said:

.the bombing will not stop until we are confident that
it will not lead to an increase in American casualties.' /

In explaining why he had ordered the bombing halt on November 1--so

close to the Presidential elections--President Johnson declared:

I would have given all I possess if the conditions had
permitted me to stop it months ago; if there had just been
any movement in the Paris talks that would have justified
me in saying to you, 'Now it can be safely stopped.'

But I, the President of the United States, do not control
the timing of the events in Hanoi. The decisions in Hanoi
really determine when and whether it would be possible for
us to stop the bombing.

He also referred to progress at the Paris talks by saying:

I cannot tell you tonight specifically in all detail why
there has been progress in Paris.

1/ President Johnson's reference to "deescalating the war" and
"American casualties" in describing the major U.S. considerations
involved in a bombing cessation also suggest that the
President was broadening the "conditions" for the bomb halt
to include a wider range of North Vietnamese military activities
(particularly another Tet offensive) than just those involving
the cities or the DMZ.
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Phrases such as "good reason to believe," "confident," and "progress in

Paris" obviously give the impression that Washington had received

some indication or sign that North Vietnam would tailor its military

activities in accordance with the U.S. formula.

Secretary Rusk left a similar impression at a November 1 news

conference. He explained that:

I think we indicated to you that over the weekend things
began to clarify in such a way as to give us good reason
to believe that if the bombing were stopped there would be

serious talks in which the Government of South Viet-Nam
would participate and that those talks could proceed under

conditions which would be conducive to such talks; that
is, condition on the field, in the actual situation on

the ground. 1

When asked by a reporter if the United States was "acting on more than

an assumption," Rusk replied: "We are acting on more than an assump-

tion. 2 At another juncture, he said:

What I am saying is that we have our own reasons in this particular
situation to believe that the situation is different today than

it was, say, a month ago, 3 months ago, 6 months ago." 3/

1/ Department of State Bulletin, November 18, 1968, p. 520-521.
2/ Ibid., p. 521.
3/ Ibid., p. 522.
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Secretary Rusk also hinted that other governments with links to

North Vietnam had intimated that a bombing halt would be productive 
in

wrterms of U. S. objectives:

Some governments and leading personalities have, over many

months, undertaken to tell us that something good would

happen if we would stop the bombing of North Viet-Nam. 
It

is now incumbent upon all of those who have taken that view

to make a maximum effort to insure that their advice has

substance in it. We have our own reasons to believe that

our action is a constructive step, will open the way to

serious talks, and will not endanger our own and allied

forces in the field. But we shall also be interested in

what others may do to insist upon actions that will move us
toward peace. j/

In conversations with the press after President Johnson's October

31 speech, some Administration officials reportedly referred to "con-

ditions" and stressed that there could have been no arrangement at all

if the United States had not received a signal that North Vietnam would

respond. However, one "high U.S. official" reportedly stated that it

would be inadvisable to.say that the United States had obtained con-

ditions or concessions from the DRV. Instead, he emphasized the term

"understanding." - In this manner, he bore out the descriptions given

by President Johnson in his speech and by Rusk and Harriman.

North Vietnam's response thus remains somewhat of a mystery even

today. The most likely possibility--as judged from Administration

statements and other available evidence--is that there was some shift

in September 1968 by the United States with respect to the kind of

j/ Ibid., p. 520.
2/ Washington Post, November 1, 1968.
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diplomatic response it would require of Hanoi in exchange for a bombing

halt. The U.S. formula, drawn up and presented to North Vietnam in

that month, contrasts with earlier statements by President Johnson and *

Secretary Rusk that the U.S. would have to know what would happen if

the air attacks were halted. 1/ By October, the United States

apparently was prepared to accept a DRV acknowledgment that it under-

stood American terms for a bombing cessation.

There may have been, however, a North Vietnamese shift in tone if

not in substance in October 1968; this may be the primary reason why

the United States had "good reason to believe" that a bombing halt would

be productive. Hanoi's acceptance of South Vietnam's participation in

expanded negotiations did alter the previous Communist stance and

apparently impressed the Johnson Administration. Moreover, the DRV's

attitude toward U.S. stipulations on the cities and the DMZ may have

changed from one of outright hostility and rejection to one of "under-

standing." Presidential aide Walt W. Rostow disclosed soon after the

cessation that the United States had put forth the stipulation on the

cities to North Vietnam in May 1968. Consequently, Washington

could judge North Vietnam's response to the formula in October in

comparison with previous Communist responses.

1/ For example, Rusk stated at a July 30 news conference that:
"We feel that we must know what would happen from some re-
sponsible, authoritative source, direct or indirect."

2/ Department of State Bulletin, December 2, 1968, p. 566.
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Intermediaries, including the Soviet Union, may have--as Secretary

Rusk suggested--played a role in the U.S. decision to stop the air attacks.

Most accounts of the October 1968 negotiations indicate that the Soviet

Union was involved in some way. Moscow may have acted as an inter-

mediary between Washington and Hanoi; but if so, it is difficult to

determine on the basis of available evidence what, if any, specific as-

surances the Russians gave or passed on to the United States from North

Vietnam. Secretary Rusk's statement of November 1 does suggest that

the Soviet Union and perhaps other governments had told the United States

that a halt to the bombing would produce favorable results.I1

In december 1970, as the debate escalated in the United States over

the nature of the "understanding," both President Nixon and Secretary

of Defense Laird downgraded the importance of what North Vietnam may have

1_/ Secretary of Defense Laird on December 11 told the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee that one of the understandings provided for
continuing U.S. aerial reconnaissance over North Vietnam: "Not
only the North Vietnamese understood this, but the Soviet Union
understood it as well." Washington Post, December 12, 1970.
Secretary Rogers asserted on December 23, 1970, that President
Johnson told a meeting of his advisers on October 29, 1968,
that: "Both Hanoi and Moscow are clear that we shall continue
reconnaissance of North Vietnam. That is why we agreed to
stop only acts of force and not acts of war." The Soviet
ambassador to France on November 25, 1970, denied that the
Soviet Union had been an intermediary in achieving an under-
standing on reconnaissance flights: "We don't know of any
such understanding or tacit agreement. There was no such
understanding, and therefore we could not have taken part as
intermediaries in reaching one...To us, who were generally well
informed of these conversations which led to the bombing halt,
such an understanding involving permission for reconnaissance
flights is completely unknown." New York Times, December 24,
1970.

Imp
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understood and stressed the "understanding" of the Johnson Administration

regarding the bombing halt and more particularly the "understanding" of

the Nixon Administration. President Nixon in his December 11 news

conference emphasized that whatever misunderstanding there might be on

the nature of the 1968 "understanding," he wanted to remove any doubts as

to his own position. He said that President Johnson, Secretary of Defense

Clifford and Ambassador Vance had said there was an understanding at the

time of the bombing halt on reconnaissance flights. President Nixon

said his own understanding was that reconnaissance flights would be

continued and that missile sites/complexes firing on U.S. planes would be

destroyed. (See below, Part II.) He added that if North Vietnamese

infiltration threatened U.S. forces -- by increasing military action or

by developing a "capacity" to increase the scale of fighting--he would

order bombing of military sites and supply lines in North Vietnam.

Secretary Rogers pointed out during a December 23, 1970, news

conference that the President's statement was broader than the specific

terms of the October 1968 understanding because of Vietnamization, which

he described as "quite a different situation" from that of 1968.

President Nixon said on January 4, 1971, that he had laid down "a new one

[understanding] which goes along with our Vietnamization program and our

withdrawal program." He added that "if the enemy at a time we are trying

1/ New York Times, December 24, 1970. Rogers said that this
"obviously ..couldn't be part of the understanding. At the

time the understanding was reached there wasn't any Viet-

namization program. So it's quite a different situation."
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to de-escalate, at a time we are withdrawing, starts to build up its

infiltration, starts moving troops and supplies through the Mu Gia pass

and the other passes, then I, as Commander in Chief, will have to order

bombing strikes on those key areas. That was one of the reasons for

this (November 21) strike. And it will be done again if they continue

to threaten our remaining forces in Vietnam. But only on those military

targets, and only if necessary." President Nixon noted that he had

said "on eight different occasions" that the United States would re-

taliate if North Vietnam stepped up infiltration and threatened remaining

1/American forces. -

Secretary of Defense Laird on December 15 said that if "the under-

standings as we envisioned those understandings were violated by the

North Vietnamese, certain actions would be taken by us." Laird on

December 11 and Secretary Rogers on December 23 argued that if North

Vietnam insisted there were no "understandings," then it had to bear the

consequences. President Nixon made a similar statement on January 4, 1971,

in relation to reconnaissance flights. (See below, Part II.) Laird

said:" They can't have it both ways..if the understandings are to be dis-

counted and thrown out, then the bombing to the North would eventually

follow." He said North Vietnam understood that the bombing halt re-

quired an end to rocket attacks on major cities, no abuse of the DMZ,

continued aerial reconnaissance and "that we expected them to sit down

1/ Ibid., January 5, 1971. (See below, Part III.)
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for serious negotiations in Paris." Laird insisted there had been

"no basic change" in the policy toward bombing the North. Rogers, .in

referring to DRV denials of the existence of .an understanding, said-"

that "if there's no understanding, then there are no restrictions."

However, he noted that "understanding" and "agreement" were "not

necessarily" synonymous. He said that:

An understanding can be a method of operating, and neither side
promises anything but it is understood this is how they will con-
duct themselves.

Roger's definition fits the Johnson Administration's description of

the understanding.

Critics of the policy enunciated by President Nixon, Secretary of

Defense Laird and Secretary of State Rogers argue that the policy re-

presents a "brand new" bombing policy and sets the stage for "escalating

the war over Vietnam." Several Senate critics, for example, stress that

there was no "agreement" on the bomb halt understandings, that the United

States simply informed Hanoi of what it -would do. Former Secretary of

1/ Washington Post, December 12, 1970. Laird on December 15
quoted a similar statement from a backgrounder for newsmen by
Defense Secretary Clark Clifford on October 31, 1968 (see the
Clifford statement on page 7). Secretary Rogers on December

23 was asked if Laird's statement meant that."serious nego-
tiations" were a part of the understanding and replied: "I

read very carefully what the Secretary of Defense said in his
press conference and I didn't interpret it the way some of you

did. He read from a statement that was made by a former defense
official, and in that, that statement did convey the thought
that one of the conditions of the bombing halt was the con-
tinuation of good-faith negotiations in Paris, but that's

not the premise on which we are operating." New York Times,
December 24, 1970. (See page 31.)

1
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Defense Clifford called the December 11 statement by President Nixon

"a complete departure from any understanding" 
reached in 1968 and

claimed the understanding dealt with the shelling 
of cities and massive

infiltration across the DMZ. Critics described President Nixon's policy

as a return to the Johnson Administration policy 
of confronting Hanoi

with "superior force." (See Section .III.)

II. THE ISSUE OF RECONNAISSANCE FLIGHTS

In his October 31, 1968, speech, President Johnson did not mention

reconnaissance flights. However, Administration officials said im-

mediately after the bomb halt announcement that 
the United States would

continue reconnaissance flights over North Vietnam. Since then,

U.S. officials have contended that American negotiators told their North

Vietnamese counterparts in October 1968 that the flights would continue.

American officials in Paris disclosed this on November 6, 1968, V1and

Secretary Clifford stated on "Issues and Answers" on November 
24, 1968,

that: "In the Paris conversations that we have had for these many

months, it was made very clear to the representatives of North 
Vietnam

that we would continue to maintain reconnaissance." 3_ As noted above,

Secretary Rogers on December 23 said that. President Johnson told a

meeting of his advisers on October 29, 1968, that Hanoi and Moscow "are

clear" that reconnaissance flights would continue: "That is why we

agreed to stop only acts of force and not acts of war." 4/ President

1/ Washington Post, November 1, 1968.

2/ New York Times, November 7, 1968.

3/ Issues and Answers (text), November 24, 1968.

4/ New York Times, December 24, 1970.
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Nixon on January 4, 1971, made an even stronger statement: that at the

time of the bombing halt, there was an understanding "that unarmed re-

connaissance planes could fly over North Vietnam with impunity." He

added that if North Vietnam said there were "no understanding in that

respect, then there are no restraints whatever on us." 1/

According to Secretary Laird's testimony before the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee on December 11, 1970, Ambassador Cyrus Vance told

his DRV counterparts that the flights would continue and would be es-

corted. Moreover, Secretary Rogers stated on December 23, 1970,

that the United States warned North Vietnam on November 14, 1968, that

it "would have to take the necessary actions to defend our planes and

protect our pilots" if the DRV tried to shoot down reconnaissance

planes. In a sense, this constitutes a separate understanding not

linked to the overall bombing halt. North Vietnam understood the U.S.

1/ ---President-Nixon told television network correspondents on July
1, 1970, that "one of what was called the understandings when

that bombing pause was entered into was that American re-

connaissance flights could take place over North Viet-Nam so

that we could determine whether or not they were planning a

new attack, and those reconnaissance flights were supposed to

be immune from attack."
2/ Washington Post, December 12, 1970.
3/ New York Times, December 24, 1970.
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policy on reconnaissance but insists it did not agree to leave the

**

flights unopposed. -

In one respect, however, North Vietnam did alter its position. Prior

to President Johnson's announcement of October 31, North Vietnam had al-

ways insisted that it would not agree to expanded peace talks unless the

United States "unconditionally" halted the bombing and "all other acts

of war." Hanoi spokesmen had included reconnaissance flights in the

category of "other acts of war." 2 After the bomb halt, they changed

their terminology. Xuan Thuy, chief DRV negotiator at Paris, stated in

an official communique of November 1 that he had been informed by

Ambassador Harriman that President Johnson had issued "the order to stop

all air, naval, and artillery bombardment and all other acts involving

the use of force on the entire territory of the Democratic Republic of

Vietnam..." In quoting the U.S. message, Xuan Thuy did not claim that

the bomb halt was unconditional. Also, by agreeing to expanded talks

on the basis of a cessation of the air attacks and "all other acts in-

1/ For example, North Vietnam's Defense Minister Vo Nguyen Giap

on December 22, 1970, said that North Vietnam had the right

"to shoot down American aircraft of any type if they encroach

upon our airspace... No sovereign independent country will

allow its enemy to spy freely upon it." He said that the

Nixon Administration "nakedly fabricated the myth of tacit

agreement."

2/ For example, the official North Vietnamese newspaper Nhan Dan

asserted on May 12, 1968, that "other acts of war" included

reconnaissance flights, psychological warfare, naval bomb-

ardment, and the "smuggling of commandos" into North Vietnam.
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volving the use of force," he had, in effect, altered the DRV's "other

acts of war" requirement. When asked about American flights during his

November 2 news conference, Xuan Thuy stated: "All acts which infringe

on the sovereignty and security of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam

are illegal acts." l/ He did not classify the flights as "acts in-

volving the use of force" and did not make expanded peace talks dependent

upon their cessation. He did not say what North Vietnam's response to

such reconnaissance flights would be.

Subsequent DRV pronouncements provided further evidence of this

shift away from making expanded negotiations dependent upon an end to

the reconnaissance missions. They also suggested that the U.S. had not

agreed to end the flights. An official North Vietnamese statement of

November 2 declared that "the U.S. Government has been compelled to

declare a total cessation of air, naval, and artillery bombardments'

against the DRV" and that:

After the cessation of U.S. bombardments on the entire territory

of the DRV, the DRV Government will discuss with the U.S. side

other problems of concern to the two sides with a view to finding

a political solution to the Vietnam problem. 2/

Hanoi's line changed abruptly on November 6 when press spokesman

Nguyen Thanh Le told a Paris press conference that reconnaissance flights

"are among the acts involving the use of force." -./ By using the same

1/ Washington Post, November 3, 1968.

2/ Radio Hanoi, November 2, 1968.

3/ Washington Post, November 7, 1968. Radio Hanoi, November
6, 1968.
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term as contained in the U.S. message of November 1 to Xuan Thuy, the

North Vietnamese were now claiming that the United States was violating a

pledge to stop the reconnaissance flights. The earlier DRV statements

belie such a charge, and there is no evidence to support it.

On November 13, the State Department replied to North Vietnam, as-

-serting, in effect, that the United States had told Hanoi during the pre-

bomb halt negotiations that the missions would continue:

The facts are simple. The activities that we undertook to
stop were all bombardments and 'all other acts involving the

use of force.' This precise phrase was used repeatedly with
the North Vietnamese in contrast to the words they suggested

simply because reconnaissance is not an act involving the

use of force. The North Vietnamese accepted this phrase and

used it in their statement to the press issued after cessation

of the bombing which referred to the action taken by the
United States.

North Vietnam continued to insist that the United States had promised

to stop the flights. A "qualified North Vietnamese official" told

-Hedrick Smith of the New York Times that reconnaissance flights violated

the secret understanding but did not invalidate it, since Washington had

Department of State Bulletin, December 2, 1968, p. 564. New York

Times, December 24, 1970. Secretary Rogers reiterated the U.S.

position in his December 23, 1970, news conference that: - "At

the time of the 1968 bombing halt, the United States agreed to

'stop all air, naval and artillery bombardment and all other acts

involving the use of force against North Vietnam.' The United

States specifically rejected a formula proposed by the North

-------- Vietnamese calling for us to stop all 'acts of war.' This
formula was rejected in order to- permit the continuation of re-

= connaissancp flights. This took place well in advance of the
actual bombing halt."
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kept its pledge to halt the air attacks. 2 Nguyen Thanh Le stated at

a November 26 news conference:

These acts by the United States are contrary to the commitment
-made by it when it said it would cease unconditionally its
air, naval, and artillery bombardment and other ts involving
the use of force over the entire DRV territory. -

According to Radio Hanoi, Colonel Ha Van Lau, deputy chief of the Hanoi

delegation at Paris, told Ambassador Vance on November 27 that the United

States, in continuing reconnaissance flights, had:

...thus goneback on its commitment to stop unconditionally
.all air, naval, and artillery bombardments and other acts
involving the use of force on the whole territory of the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam.

Since that time, North Vietnam has consistently denied the existence

of any "agreement" or commitment on its part in exchange for the cessation

of the bombing. For example, during the Communist shelling of South Viet-

namese cities in February 1969, the Hanoi Foreign Ministry accused the

United States of "acting as though an agreement had been reached . . .on

conditions for the cessation of the U.S. bombardments in North Vietnam."

Xuan Thuy issued a denial at the November 19, 1970, Paris negotiating

session, charging that "the Nixon administration fabricated a so-called

'understanding' under which it would be allowed to perform these re-

connaissance flights over North Viet-Nam." Xuan Thuy voiced Hanoi's.

1/ New York Times, November 17, 1968.
2/ Radio Hanoi, November 27, 1968.
3/ Ibid., November 29, 1968.
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claim that "the U.S. Government's cessation of bombing, shelling, and

other acts of war against the D.R.V.N. was completely unconditional

and there was absolutely no 'understanding' whatsoever." He declared

that "there is absolutely no 'tacit agreement' between the D.R.V.N.

and the United States." A Radio Hanoi broadcast of December 27, 1970,

declared that "there have been neither 'tacit agreement' nor 'under-

standing'...."

III. U. S. "PROTECTIVE REACTION" POLICY AND THE BOMBING OF NORTH
VIETNAM IN MAY AND NOVEMBER 1970

The first U.S. air action in line with the policy of "protective

reaction" for reconnaissance aircraft came on November 25, 1968, when

U.S. jets attempting to rescue downed American pilots strafed the area

where two planes, a reconnaissance plane and an escort, had been shot

down. J On November 29, the Defense Department announced a policy

permitting "suppressive fire" as a means of protecting reconnaissance,

flights. A Pentagon spokesman stated:

As has been stated, U.S. military commanders have the authority
to permit suppressive fire to protect air crews on reconnaissance

missions over North Vietnam. In conducting reconnaissance, we

intend to protect both our reconnaissance and our escort planes
from ground and air attacks.

The spokesman said suppressive fire was not necessarily limited to attempts

to rescue downed American pilots. "Its broader than this," he declared. 2/

1/ Washington Post, November 26, 1968.
2/ Washington Post, November 30, 1968.
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Suppressive fire was employed a number of times in December 1968

and in 1969. These incidents followed a definite pattern, according to

descriptions given by the Pentagon. U.S. fighter-bombers escorting

reconnaissance planes would return ground fire with the purpose of

knocking out the anti-aircraft batteries or missile sites actually firing

or thought to be firing on the reconnaissance planes. 1 In February

1970, U.S. military sources in Saigon disclosed that the United States

had bombed 41 targets in North Vietnam under the "suppressive fire"

policy.

The three'-day U.S. bombing of four target areas in North Vietnam in

May 1970 represented an intensification of the "protective reaction-

suppressive fire" policy. It involved many more planes than just escort

jets and hit a wide range of targets. Approximately 500 planes struck

the targets under a policy described by the Pentagon as "additional

reinforced protective reaction strikes." Department of Defense spokes-

man Daniel Henkin reportedly said that the raids were required by, "the

threat" posed by anti-aircraft buildups. He also asserted that U.S.

reconnaissance planes had been fired upon in the target areas. 3/

Secretary of State Rogers linked the intensity of the bombing to the anti-

1/ For press accounts of the incidents, see New York Times, November

26, 1968; Washington Post, November 30, December 11, December 16,
December 21 and December 22, 1968; Washington Post, June 6, 1969.

2/ Washington Star, February 4, 1970.
3/ Washington Post, May 5, 1970.
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aircraft buildup. 1/ The Pentagon claimed that the attacks were directed

only against anti-aircraft and missile sites "and their associated

logistic support" and not against supply depots and other installations.

However, Pentagon spokesmen admitted that U.S. planes might have hit

other facilities near the target sites. Observers also noted that all

four areas are key supply points for Communist infiltration from North

Vietnam through Laos into South Vietnam.

On November 21, 1970, approximately 200 U.S. planes attacked three

of the same target areas in North Vietnam that had been hit in May.

Secretary Laird said that the raids were directed at "missile and anti-

aircraft gun sites and related facilities in North Vietnam south of the

19th parallel." 2/ Once again, he justified the attacks as necessary to

protect American reconnaissance aircraft -- one of which had been shot

down on November 13.- However, he interjected a new element by saying

that the bombing was also intended to protect U.S. planes engaged in

bombing missions aver Laos against North Vietnamese infiltration into

South Vietnam. 4 Jerry Friedheim, a Pentagon spokesman, later said that

1/ Department of State Bulletin, May 25, 1970: p. 647.
.2/ Secretary of Defense Laird on November 23 disclosed that an un-

successful attempt had been made to free American prisoners at
a camp (Son Tay) in North Vietnam. It was later announced that
there had been some diversionary bombing north of the 19th
parallel to protect the men involved in the Son Tay raid.

3/ Since the bombing halt on November 1, 1968, the United States
has lost 11 aircraft over North Vietnam.

4/ New York Times and Washington Post, November 22, 1970.
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this stipulation covered instances "of relatively recent vintage

occurring during the last several months" in which Communist batteries

inside North Vietnam had fired at U.S. planes bombing across the

border in Laos. 1 Noticeably, neither Secretary Laird nor Friedheim

specifically tied the Laotian bombing factor to the October 1968

"understanding." Laird, however, offered a rationale for this type of

protective reaction bombing when he told a November 30 news conference

that American pilots had the "right" to attack missile sites that had

them "locked in" on radar. .V/ In other words, U.S. planes could attack

such installations before being fired on.

In two other respects Laird and Friedheim did cite the understanding.

Both Laird-in a November 13 statement-and Friedheim noted that the bomb-

ing halt was predicated on the expectation that North Vietnam would

negotiate in good faith and that Hanoi had not done so. Moreover,

Friedheim cited recent Communist shellings of Saigon and Hue. While

both men did not directly link the raids to these two factors, their

mention of them plus the Laotian bombing factor indicated that the

Administration had additional reasons for the air attacks than just to

protect reconnaissance aircraft.

1/ Washington Post, November 24, 1970.
2/ New York Times, December 1, 1970.
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Evidence also existed that the United States had sought to de-

stroy targets not directly related to the anti-aircraft batteries, in-

cluding perhaps supply depots and transportation equipment used in the

infiltration of men and material into South Vietnam. General West-

moreland largely confirmed this view in a news conference of November

23 in which he referred to the damage done to Hanoi's logistical supplies

by the bombing. 1/

Laird's new rationale for bombing missile sites along the Laos-

DRV border also raised the possibf34ty of more frequent strikes in this

area in the future; since under the new policy, U.S. pilots can attack

after they are locked in on enemy radar without first being fired on.

Moreover, many of these missile and anti-aircraft sites are in the

vicinity of North Vietnamese staging areas for the movement of troops and

supplies southward.

Testifying before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on November

24, Secretary Laird said that he would "recommend calling off that

cessation of bombing should there be major violations of these understand-,

ings." He asserted that he would recommend a renewal of the bombing if

"a major force" of North Vietnamese crossed the DMZ into South Vietnam.

1/ Washington Post, November 26, 1970.
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Lair's statement invoked the "understanding" of October 1968, which

he then described:

But the understandings were of three major areas: first
that unarmed reconnaissance missions would continue to be
flown in the North. Secondly, that the D.M.Z. would not
be used as a major infiltration route; thirdly, that the
enemy, the North Vietnamese would not shell major population
centers.

And, of course, the implied over-all understanding was that
the South Vietnamese would come to the conference table
and take part in the negotiations. And that the United
States would not bomb to the North. Now this was known to
the other side, it was known to us. The enemy knows full
well what these understandings are and every person that
was involved in our Government in a major negotiating role
certainly is thoroughly familiar with that. .

Secretary Laird's description appears to place reconnaissance

flights in the same context as the DMZ and the cities in relation to

U.S. "conditions" for sustaining the bombing halt. Statements made by

U.S. officials in November1968 did not make the same connection. While

the United States told North Vietnam in October 1968 that it would

continue the flights with escorts, Washington did not place the flights

in the same category as the DMZ and shelling of the cities in relation

to the bombing halt. Laird's description of the understanding comes

close to broadening the U.S. interpretation of the understanding with

respect to reconnaissance. As such, it appeared to be an effort to

justify air strikes of the November 1970.type.

1/ New York Times, November 25, 1970.
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Laird linked the reconnaissance missions with the DMZ and the

cities as "conditions" for sustaining the bombing halt in a November

13 speech:

I have said many times here in the Defense Department that we
remain ready to take appropriate action in response to attacks
on our unarmed reconnaissance aircraft, to major infiltrations

across the DMZ or to the shelling of major cities in South
Vietnam. The so-called understandings reached at the time that
U.S. halted the bombing of the North two years ago included
these three specifics. 1/

Friedheim said practically the same thing on November 23. .2/

President Nixon provided a somewhat more specific description of

U.S. policy on reconnaissance flights during his December 11, 1970,

news conference. In essence, he said that the United States would con-

duct bombing similar to that of May and November 1970 if North Vietnam

fired on the planes:

If our planes are fired upon, I will not only order that
they return the fire, but I will order that the missile
site be destroyed and that the military complex around
that site which supports it also be destroyed by bombing.
That is my understanding. 3/

The President also linked a continuation of the bombing halt to

the overall level of North Vietnamese military activities in South

Vietnam. In doing so, he moved away from Laird's emphasis on the three

1/ Excerpts of remarks by Secretary of Defense Melvin R..Laird to

National Council of Community World Affairs Organizations.
Pentagon, November 13, 1970.

2/ News Release. Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public
Affairs), November 23, 1970.

3/ Washington Post, December 12, 1968.
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bombing would be resumed; but its general thrust is in line with them

1/ Ibid.
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specifics of reconnaissance, the DMZ, and the cities. He referred to

earlier statements in which he had warned North Vietnam that he would

take "strong and effective measures" if Communist military activities

jeopardized the security of American troops in South Vietnam. He

listed several of the types of targets that would be hit if the bombing

was renewed:

Now if as a result of my conclusion that the North Vietnamese,
by their infiltration, threaten our remaining forces, if they
thereby develop a capacity and proceed possibly to use that
capacity to increase the level of fighting in South Vietnam,
then I will order the bombing of military sites in North Vietnam,
the passes that lead from North Vietnam into South yietnam,
the military complexes, the military supply lines. -

Nixon said, in effect, that he would order a renewal of bombing on the

limited basis indicated if North Vietnam launched a major offensive

in South Vietnam or built up its forces for such an offensive. His

remarks are similar in tone to President Johnson's statements on October

31, 1968, and Secretary Clifford's later pronouncements. As stated

previously, President Johnson and Secretary Clifford's statements appeared

to broaden the U.S. "conditions" for sustaining the bombing halt beyond

the specific terms of the October 1968 understanding; they emphasized

that the President retained considerable leeway in determining what

"violated" U.S. conditions and how the United States would respond to

"violations" or to North Vietnamese military activities that jeopardized

U.S. forces in South Vietnam. Nixon's statement is more specific than

those of Johnson and Clifford in defining conditions under which the
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in terms of emphasizing Presidential options. Moreover, Laird's

reference to the relationship between the bombing halt and North Viet-

nam's attitude toward the negotiations does appear to fall within the

context of Clifford's statement on "Issues and Answers."

Secretary Rogers emphasized in his December 23, 1970, news con-

ference that "we are. going to maintain our options to protect American

men." As stated previously, he pointed out that President Nixon's news

conference statement of December 11 was broader than the specific terms

of the October 1968 understanding because of the Vietnamization program.

He reiterated that the President said in the news conference that "there

should be no misunderstanding that we were under any restrictions or in-

hibitions in the process of our troop replacement--that we would take

whatever steps were necessary, that he thought were necessary, to pro-

tect American lives and safety."

In emphasizing Presidential options, Secretary Rogers said that the

President was not necessarily talking about resuming the air attacks in

a manner similar to that of the 1965-68 period. He also-downgraded

Secretary Laird's stress on the bombing halt in relation to Communist

good faith at the Paris negotiations. While claiming that the October

1968 understanding directly linked the two, Rogers declared "but that's

not the premise on which we are operating." .!

1/ New York Times, December 24, 1970.
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President Nixon has put forth a policy of limited bombing--limited

in both scope and time--on occasions when North Vietnam attempts to

shoot down U.S. reconnaissance planes. The new bombing policy with re-

gard to U.S. planes over Laos also suggests that the limited bombing--

if and when it does take place--will concentrate on logistic areas on the

North Vietnamese side of the Laos border, which are used for infiltration

of men and supplies into South Vietnam. Moreover, the Administration

has again warned Hanoi not to try to take military advantage of the U.S.

troop withdrawal; this new warning specifies that the United States will

renew air attacks if such a situation develops. The President thus has

adopted a wide range of options in dealing with a host of possible

situations.

U.S. concern that the Communists will intensify the war in the South

is directly linked to the Administration's new public pessimism on the

Paris negotiations. The statements by Laird and Friedheim suggest a

growing disenchantment with the Communists at Paris. Secretary Rogers

told the House Foreign Affairs Committee on November 25, that:

The fact is that no progress has been made in Paris. It's
as simple as that.

Ambassador Bruce expressed the same opinion on December 1, saying that

"there have never been any true negotiations." 2/

1/ New York Times, December 6, 1970.
2/ Washington Post, December 2, 1970.
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Whether this lack of "progress" in Paris is related to the present

relatively low level of;Communist military acivity'in South Vietnam is

unclear. One question frequently raised in discussions of North Viet-

nam's long-range military/political strategy is whether Hanoi may be

waiting out the American troop withdrawal with the intention of launch-

ing new offensiveswhen U.S. troop strength reaches a level where South

Vietnamese forces will have to conduct all combat operations. President

Nixon on January 4, 1971, in responding to a question in a televised in-

terview as to what the U.S. reaction would be in event of a major North

Vietnamese attack in 1972, said that it was possible that "at that time

North Vietnam might launch an attack" but said he was convinced that the

South Vietnamese would "be able to hold their own and defend themselves."

He did not, however, directly indicate what U.S. policy or actions would

be in such a situation. I But United States use of and the threat to

use air power -- in 1969 and 1970 -- was in part apparently aimed at

discouraging major military actions by North Vietnam in the future.

1/ New York Times, January 5, 1971.
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